»I am a Sinologist and an Expert...«—

The Translator Joseph Kalmer
as a Propagator of New Literature

Raoul David Findeisen

1 Biographical Sketch of a Literary Agent

It is no doubt significant that Joseph Kalmer 卡爾瑪 (1898–1959) was born in Galicia, the utmost north-eastern province of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire where German, Polish, Romanian and Ukrainian were spoken, and where roughly one third of the population was Jewish, speaking Yiddish among themselves. He was born into a Jewish family originally named »Kalms«, and attended college in Czernowitz (Chernivtsi in present-day Ukraine), the capital of Bukowina. His family probably fled from the Russian occupation, and thus he graduated at the Viennese »K.u.K. Sophiengymnasium« in 1915. His earliest literary production as a youth at the age of 13 is said to be written in French. Also, his first translation was reportedly from French, the »Conte de Pâques« by Prosper Mérimée (1803–1870), prepared in 1911.

Upon leaving the Austrian-Hungarian army as an officer who had served both on the Eastern and Western fronts, he took up the study of law at Vienna University. During the years 1918–20 he most likely took a greater interest in the courses of Chinese taught by Arthur von Rosthorn (1862–1945) than in anything else. He did not graduate in either field, but soon devoted his energy to

1 Erica Kalmer, »Lebenslauf«, Biography of Joseph Kalmer prepared for Konstantin Kaiser, Österreichisches Literaturarchiv (Nachlass Joseph Kalmer, 4.2.2).
2 Joseph Kalmer, Letter to Anny Fasold, Dec 23rd, 1958, ibid. (2.2.).
3 No documentary evidence for his studies of Chinese has been identified so far. Cf. Tanja Gausterer, »Der Literaturvermittler Joseph Kalmer. Versuch einer Annäherung« (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Vienna, 2004), 10–11; and Bernhard Führer, Vergessen und verloren. Die
journalism, both following his own expressionist literary career (see his poetry collection Flug durch die Landschaft ‘Flying across the Landscape’, 1927) and became heavily involved in translation and mediation (Europäische Lyrik der Gegenwart 1900–1925 ‘Contemporary European Poetry’, 1927). Without leaving Vienna, he was especially appointed literary editor of the prestigious Prager Presse (1921–39) newspaper for translations from Slavic literatures. Thus, when forced into exile after the German invasion in 1938, he reached exile in Britain only a few days before it was too late in August 1939. He was only liberated from Nazi secret police custody thanks to a Chinese visa provided by his friend Dr. Feng Shan-Ho 何鳳山 (1904–1997), then working at the embassy in Vienna. Kalmer was best equipped, both socially and literarily, for establishing a literary agency, run successfully throughout and after the war with the great help of his wife Erica (1913–1987), born Ehrenfest and of Moravian origin, and commuted between Vienna and London until his death in 1959.

Except for the three noted writers discussed below, Kalmer at least translated from the following Chinese authors: Du Yunxie 杜雲燮 (1918–2002), Feng Zhi 賓至 (1905–1993), Guo Moruo 郭沫若 (1892–1978), Lao She 老舍 (1899–1966), Shen Congwen 沈從文 (1902–1988), and Yu Dafu 郁達夫 (1896–1945). Among a list of his translations from more than 150 authors, there feature many Asian and African (Indian, Vietnamese, Japanese, Egyptian, Moroccan) writers along with a great number of Russian, Czech, Spanish and French writers. This is, for the time being, just a minimum record because many of his translations are published anonymously, moreover to a great extent in newspapers and journals that are rare and difficult to access even in German-speaking countries.


4 It may be considered certain (to give just an example) that Joseph Kalmer mediated the publication of the story «The Dream», in New Writing and Daylight (1944), signed by Chun-chan
Several non-Chinese authors represented by Kalmer were also translators from Chinese, such as Florian Egger (i.e. Franz Florian Kalbeck, 1920–1996), which means that Kalmer took care of their writings as well as their translations.

2 The First History of Modern Literature in German

Among the authors for whom Kalmer acted as a representative is the later co-translator of James Joyce’s *Ulysses*,6 Xiao Qian. The two are most likely to have first met when Xiao Qian was working as a lecturer for Chinese at the School of Oriental and African Studies in the University of London. This is where he became the successor to the later famed linguist and tibetologist »Dr. D. C. Yu« (Yu Daoquan 于道泉, 1901–1992) who was in turn a close collaborator to Kalmer, most likely over many years far into the 1950s. The same goes for a certain George Begley, who cannot be identified yet, but who possibly originated from a family who lived in China in the first decades of the 20th century.7 With both of them, who were his human resources in the expertise of Chinese, Kalmer entertained a precarious collaboration in which they provided rough English translations put into elegant German by Kalmer in a way that will be examined in detail below. At least the latter collaborator seems not have minded that the result was similarly labelled the »sole authorized translation from Chinese by Joseph Kalmer«. Upon Kalmer’s death in 1959, George Begley wrote to his widow: »I had a lot of things I did with him and I enjoyed it all—even laboriously translating Chinese—which I should never have had the patience to do without

---

5 These authors neatly range among more than 500 others, otherwise mainly German (in exile), Russian, Spanish, and French; writers translated by Kalmer are not listed again. Cf. Gausterer, »Der Literaturvermittler…«, 106–112.

6 He actually prepared the translation together with his wife Wen Jieruo 文菊若 (b1926), *Yolixi* 尤利西斯, 2 vols. (Nanjing: Yilin chubanshe, 1994).

him.\(^8\) How exactly this collaboration was handled still remains to be examined. In any case, his aide George Begley, who remained anonymous, once even asked Kalmer to translate himself some Chinese characters he had appended to an English version of Xiao Qian’s *Meng zhi gu* 夢之谷 (1938), which remained unpublished as many others.\(^9\)

Probably the most outstanding contribution by Joseph Kalmer resulted in the very first book-length presentation of New Literature in the German language. When Xiao Qian arrived in Britain as the European correspondent of the *Dagongbao* 大公報 in 1939, he experienced not only outright racist discrimination, but also how sympathies for China after Pearl Harbour in 1941 rushed towards a climax.\(^10\) As a consequence, he was repeatedly commissioned to write and give lectures throughout Britain about things Chinese, which resulted in at least four books written in or translated into English, among them *Etching a Tormented Age. A Glimpse of Contemporary Chinese Literature* (1942), which formed a clear and also necessary counterweight to Hu Shi’s English publication of a lecture series *The Chinese Renaissance* (1933).

In this booklet, based on a series of lectures presented to the International Pen Club\(^11\) and published in Switzerland in a German version by Kalmer in 1947, the expressive journalistic style, nonetheless enriched by a great number of extensive quotations, was even increased by the translator; the New Culture Movement appeared to be a break as radical as the May Fourth intellectuals liked to see it and was dubbed the »first Chinese Renaissance in more than 5000 years«.\(^12\) Writers of the younger generation, i.e. of the same as Xiao Qian himself, or those emerging only in the late 1920s clearly dominate, such as Ai Wu, Bai

---

8 Letter to Erica Kalmer, July 20, 1959, Nachlass Joseph Kalmer (2.4.1).
9 Translation title »Dream Valley«; cf. Gausterer, »Der Literaturvermittler Joseph Kalmer«, 52.
11 See Xiao Qian, »Wo de chuban shengya« 我的出版生涯 [My Publishing Life; 1996], in Xiao Qian quanji, 5: 744–745, where Karlmer’s Swiss version in German is also mentioned.
The war was beneficial for Chinese literature in general and in particular for narrative prose. [...] Many writers have been brought onto the right track by the war. [...] Above all, they came into close touch with ordinary people for the first time, with people who lived unaffected by European influence and far away from the large sea-ports. [...] Thus, we may expect much from post-war writers.¹⁴

In Xiao Qian’s brief introduction, organized according to genres, this is exemplified in the essayist work by He Qifang 何其芳 (1912–1977), who is said to have moved from ‘surrealist’ writing to hatred for the countryside and further hope in Chinese farmers. What also stands out is the broad knowledge of foreign models as elaborated in Li Jinfa’s 李金发 (1900–1976) poetry and not least the fact that translation literature is discussed in a separate chapter—which is rare in literary histories, and even more so in such short overviews—including the difficulties presented by the lack of foreign language skills and the various translation fashions that had gone through China since Lin Shu 林纾 (1852–1924). Finally, there is an aesthetically critical attitude throughout.

When this booklet of just 63 pages, translated by Joseph Kalmer from Xiao Qian’s English, was published in Switzerland in 1947, it was the first coherent presentation of New Literature in the German language. But why Switzerland? This country had been the only German-speaking area not under Nazi control and therefore became not only a physical exile for many German intellectuals but also the sole place of refuge for books in German in Europe.

---


¹⁴ Xiao Qian, Die chinesische Literatur der Gegenwart, 24. Due to the difficulties in obtaining a copy of the rare English (original) version, this passage is retranslated from German.
3 Translations from Lu Xun

It was after the war that Joseph Kalmer with his agency entered into business relationships with the small Bühl publishing house in Herrliberg near Zurich, not unlikely upon the mediation of Xiao Qian, who travelled to Switzerland after having attended the Nuremberg trials in 1945/46. In any case, no less than three books translated by Kalmer were published there: not only the historical sketch discussed above, but also a hard-cover volume with translations of Xiao Qian stories and a small booklet with a few stories by Lu Xun—again the first time that Lu Xun texts were published in book form in German. It is conceivable that Kalmer had already prepared much more than was actually included in the volume, given that a voluminous book with Lu Xun translations was published a few years later. The publishing house in Switzerland, for which activities are testified between 1940 and 1948, probably fell prone to the beginning Cold War split and the recovery from the ideological and material devastations of the war in Austria and Germany. This is probably why the big volume of more than 500 pp. with Kalmer’s Lu Xun translations appeared in a publishing house strongly involved in the new political frontlines, the Progress-Verlag run by the famous anti-rearmament activist Johann Fladung (also Hans Fladung, 1898–1982), a member of the GDR-controlled DKP (Deutsche Kommunistische Partei, ‘German Communist Party’) and therefore also in close proximity to the great propagandist (translation) effort pervading the whole Soviet block in view of 1956, the 20th anniversary of Lu Xun’s death.

Be it as it may, in the following, the Kalmer translation of the Author’s Preface to Nahan 呼喊 (1922) shall be analyzed in detail in order to highlight some of the translations techniques employed by Kalmer and also their flaws.

---

15 See his reportages collected in Nan-De de muqiu 南德的暮秋 [Dusk Over Southern Germany] (Shanghai: Wenhua shenghuo chubanshe, 1946).
16 Xiao Qian, Die Seidenraupen, tr. by Joseph Kalmer (Herrliberg-Zürich: Bühl, 1947), including an almost complete selection from the two collections Lixia ji 落下集 and Lizi 栗子 (both 1936) on some 200 pp.
17 Numerals for the Chinese text refer to Lu Xun quanji 鲁迅全集, 18 vols. (Beijing: Renmin wensue chubanshe, 2001); those for the German text, followed by a literal translation into English, if considered necessary, to Lu Xun, Die Reise ist lang. Erzählungen von Lu Hsun (1953). Auxiliary translations of key-passages from the German translations are given throughout preceded by the capital letter »E«.
In these two passages, the only ones with Latin letters in the Preface, the first indication is decoded correctly, while the second with the *huiguan* is misread as ‘students’ dormitory’. This is surprising because to my knowledge there is no annotated edition of Lu Xun’s works in which not one or both of the shorthands are worded out. This can also be attributed to Kalmer’s reading of the Preface as a statement of facts rather than as fiction, also manifest in his decoding of his friend Jin Xinyi visiting the Preface writer as »Tsch’ien Hsuan-tung« (錢玄同, C 1: 441, G 13), which in turn is a clear indication that annotations were at hand.

This is one of the most striking examples of an anachronistic translation that is not only pervasive in various other Lu Xun translations, but was also taken as a core argument in fairly recent studies. As the first movie theatre in Tôkyô was only opened in 1903, and the first Japanese studio in 1908, it may be safely ruled out that Sendai Medical College possessed a film projector before March 1906 when Lu Xun left the school. No doubt, the modern compound *dianying* denotes ‘film’, yet also denotes the technique of projection and therefore was used for ‘slides’ as well. The ‘culture movies’ are a mere invention by the translator, as are the ‘news reels’, evidently added to emphasize the topic of ‘current events’. Thus even the gap of few decades seems to present difficulties not easily bridged.

---


The Biblical origin of Lu Xun’s imagery can be considered established, given his extensive reference to the prophet Isaiah in his long essays »Wenhua pianzhi lun« 文化偏至論 (On Cultural Biases) and »Moluo shi li shuo« 摩羅詩力説 (On the Power of Mara Poetry) in 1907, where »a voice cries: “Clear a road through the wilderness [...]”, prepare a highway across the desert”« (40.3). This is taken up again in the New Testament (Mark 1.2–3 passim). As the German biblical translation equivalent for ‘wilderness’ is »Wüste« (‘desert’), Kalmer rightly identified the sources and elaborated the reference beyond Lu Xun’s text in his translation.

Changes in language register are among the most difficult translation problems to tackle and even more so if they are ironically referred to, as is evidently the case here with Lu Xun. In fact, the term xinsheng had become widespread after May Fourth, as were a great number of other compounds with ‘new’, while the peak of its usage can be seen during the 1930s’ GMD New Life Movement and its revival after 1945. Kalmer tries to circumvent the problem with the periphrase of a ‘new creation’. With Lu Xun and his mates being no doubt close to the fugu 復古 movement around Zhang Taiyan 章太炎 (1868–1936), it is slightly misleading to say they were ‘devoted to the classics’. In this context, an educated European reader would naturally have thought of Dante’s Vita nova.

For an inspiring discussion of the issue, taking the transfer to Slovak as an example and proposing techniques of producing equivalence, see Jana Benická, »Qian Zhongshu a jeho roman Weicheng—problemy zmien jazykového registra pri prekladani« [Qian Zhongshu and His Novel Weicheng—Problems of Shift in Language Register in Translation], Studia Orientalia Slovaca 9,1 (2010), 83–93.
To render ‘never born’ or ‘not yet born’ with the fairly rude ‘abortion’ might appear excessive, yet it takes into consideration the word-play of chansheng and xinshe nj.

The ‘sadness’ that comes ‘with no reason’ here is put into a much lower key by denoting it as ‘strange’ and not as ‘unmotivated’ or ‘with no obvious reason’.

Similarly, and without obvious motivation, the ‘hero’ is not standing alone, but also put into a lower key.

This further instance of lowering the key in Kalmer’s translation is slightly more complex than the preceding examples. ‘To sink deep into something’ is definitely more than ‘adapting’, and moreover emphasizes the passive attitude of the subject. ‘To sink deep among citizens’ adds anonymity, yet the ‘citizens’ also have an ironic note because they refer to the populace of the new Republic, who prove anything else other than the xinmin 新民 Liang Qichao 梁啟超 (1873–1929) had once imagined, as Lu Xun has repeatedly elaborated. The therefore, zeitgeist was represented by the narrator’s visitor Jin Xinyi rather than by the ‘citizens’. Therefore, the rendering is somehow misleading: beyond the frequent references to ‘loneliness’, what the writer expresses is that he had become invisible.

In this passage, the reference to Hu Shi’s (1891–1962) article elaborating on the two key terms in 1919 is obvious. From this perspective, the rendering by ‘political problems’ may be as justified as are the ‘controversial issues’. Anyway, the distance of the Preface writer from the zeitgeist, as sketched above, is emphasized, though by way of a free transposition that has the advantage of not needing any further explanation in notes.

Hu Shi 胡適, «Duo yanjiu xie wenti, shao tan xie zhuyi» 多研究些問題，少談些主義, Meizhou pinglun 每週評論 no 31 (July 20, 1919).
1: 440  因为怕狗，似乎心房还再怦然的跳动。（1: 440）
13  er sah so aus, als schlüge sein Herz noch immer heftig, wiewohl er den
Bogen um die Wachthunde schon gemacht hatte (note of the translator:
«To circumvent the watch-dogs is an allegoric Chinese idiom denoting
mature age.» G 259)

It is impossible to trace the origin of the adventurous explanation given by
Kalmer (in the sole explanatory note provided for in the Preface) as such a usage
for the lexical item could not be identified in any reference. Here Kalmer must
have been misled by his Chinese language advisor—or he simply provided the
external information that Qian Xuantong (born in 1889, i.e. also two years senior
to Hu Shi) was indeed slightly older than most Xin qingnian 新青年 writers, and
in fact close in age to Lu Xun. Otherwise, the note is a typical example of an
exoticist statement about the Chinese language.

1: 441  ”假如一間鐵屋子，是絕無窗戶而難破毁的，〔…〕。”
13  »Stelle dir ein fensterloses, vollkommen unzerstörbares Haus vor, […]«
1: 441  ”然而幾個人既然起來，你不能說決沒有破壞性這鐵屋的希望。”
13  »Wenn einige erwachen, dann kannst du nicht sagen, es bestehe keine
Hoffnung, das eiserne Haus zu zerstören.«

E  ‘undestroyable house’; ‘iron house’

This famous key passage, in just five lines in Chinese, should have deserved some
more translational care. The first lapse occurs in omitting the ‘iron’ when the
term is introduced, so that the closing ‘iron house’ seems a spontaneously
formed metaphor. Moreover, the connotation of ‘seclusion’, emphasized by the
nominal suffix –zi 子 in the opening, could have been more conveniently
rendered by choosing a ‘chamber’ («Kammer»).

1: 441  從此以後，編一編而不可收，每寫些小說模樣的文章，以敷衍朋友們的
囑託，積久就有了十餘冊。
13–14  Seither konnte ich nicht aufhören zu schreiben und pflegte auf Verlangen
von Freunden von Zeit zu Zeit irgendwelche Erzählungen zu schreiben, bis
ich mehr als ein Dutzend davon beisammen hatte.

E  ‘could not help writing on and on’; ‘something like stories’; ‘over one
dozen’

Here we find not less than three very different prominent issues of translation
that are at play. The first expression can be read as ‘what I wrote was always
published’ or ‘what I wrote was immediately published’, and ‘but I could not
collect it’ or ‘it was not worth being collected’—the latter in the light of the
emphatic mode of modesty connected to the story-writing ‘pieces in the mode
of stories’, or finally ‘without coming to an end’ (‘unable to come to an end’). It is
evidently this last version that was taken as a basis, leaving out the first part
before in. For the ‘stories’, the German translation is certainly felicitous. Finally, for the handling of numerals denoting approximate figures, omnipresent also in age indications and the like, Kalmer has found a perfectly idiomatic solution in German.

In conclusion, the Kalmer translation of Lu Xun’s Naban Preface may be considered fairly successful and accurate. Though many solutions found for the German rendering may appear idiosyncratic at first glance, in most cases they prove to be well considered, and cross errors are rare. Although the translations were prepared more than half a century ago, they still read as fresh and versatile, though sometimes as an all-to-clear testament of the experienced editor’s and journalist’s hand. This is why they have been reprinted again and again, and most subsequent translation more or less heavily draw on his work—in both cases, of course, without any acknowledgement of Joseph Kalmer.

4 Translations from Mao Dun

Unlike in the case of Lu Xun, Kalmer’s translations from Mao Dun are not in a pioneering position as a tiny booklet was published briefly after the war. When in 1953 a volume of Mao Dun’s stories in Joseph Kalmer’s version appeared in the former GDR, this happened already in an environment clearly marked by literary reception policies in the Soviet block. Two stories from that volume, namely 春蚕 and 秋收 (written in 1932 and 1933, respectively), were reprinted in a series of high circulation in 1955. This is where the following examples are taken from.

---

21 It is unclear which stories are included in Mao Tun, Chinesische Novellen, tr. by Walter Donat (Berlin; Buxtehude: Hübener, 1946). The translator Walter Donat (1898–1970), who originally came from German literature studies and stayed in Japan from around 1926, becoming noted as a translator from Japanese literature. Given his involvement in Nazi institutions (see his Das Reich und Japan, 1943), it is not unlikely that he prepared his Mao Dun translation from Japanese and therefore shifted away from the literature of the former ally of Hitler’s Germany.


23 The page numbers refer to Mao Dun quanjì 茅盾全集, 40 vols., ed. by Ye Ziming 葉子銘 & al. (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1984–2002), and to Mao Tun, Seidenraupen im Frühling Zwei Erzählungen, tr. by Joseph Kalmer (Leipzig: Insel, 1955), respectively.
Among the notorious and to a certain extent strictly technical difficulties of translation are (1) the system of personal names, especially when it comes to terms of address; (2) numerals and measures; and finally with the most complex implications, (3) religious terms, in particular names of God or gods with regard to the degree of how ‘personal’ their concept is—a problem with which the Jesuits had to cope already in the 16th century and which has not been solved to the present day, as the shangdi 上帝 and shen 靈 editions of Bible translations co-existing until the present day testify.

In these two terms, with German equivalents employed throughout, denoting one of the story’s protagonists as the ‘fourth son’ and his wife, thus both belonging to the same generation, the numeral indication position in the sequence is rendered semantically as the ‘Fourth Sister’ in the case of the wife, whereas on the male side, the numeral ‘four’ is just given phonetically, thus obscuring an important rule in forming terms of address.

There are two classes of translation renderings for terms of capacity (rongliangci 容量詞), the first one by finding an (historical) equivalent in the target languages, the second one by giving the Malai equivalent for ‘load’ that is established in English and which from there entered German as well. Leaving aside the possibility of regional and also local variation, the rendering does not show the relationship between the two measures, i.e. a «Pikul» equivalent to 100 «Pfund» (or 40 to 70 ‘pounds’, for certain goods). This is in turn preserved for the first two expressions where the relationship of 10 sheng as equivalent to 1 dou is preserved: two using the same term of capacity, as the German language would not offer any term for the second power of «Pfund».

Hsiao Baos Vater war nur zu dem einzigen Zweck weggegangen, um ganz gleich, zu welchem Zinsfuß, Geld zu borgen. Der alte Tung Bao hatte sich entschlossen, seines Sohnes Schwiegervaters Dschang Tsai-fu zu bitten, er möge bei Herrn Wu, dem berufsmässigen Geldverleiher des Bezirks, eine Anleihe von 50 Dollar vermitteln.

In this passage, the rendering of the amount of money as '50' instead of '5 or 10' seems a minor misreading in comparison to the very accurate explanatory translation of the more difficult term of xiangzai 鄉儔 and the roughly appropriate rendering of the mediation in borrowing money.

Erstens konnten die Bauern von den Händlern Reis auf Kredit nehmen; die gleiche Menge war nach der Herbsternte, um ein Pikul als Zinsen vermehrt, zurückzuzahlen.

Here in turn again the proportion of measures has disappeared, given that a shi is equal to 10 dou, although in this case—unlike the preceding one—a rough German equivalent would have been available in 'ton' (or 'half ton', »Tonne«). However, what is worse is that the loan of rice ordered by the local administration and to be put into practice by rice merchants appears as if linked to interest (one shi, or »Pikul«), whereas in fact it is explicitly stated that no interest shall be charged, i.e. 'for one shi, one shi has to be returned'.

Im übrigen betete der alte Tung Bao auch den Gott des Glücks an.

The Chinese term for the bodhisatva is here casually rendered by 'god', while a specific deity, the one for 'wealth', is modified to 'happiness'.

In these two instances, the simple exclamatory term ya, also with iteration, again becomes a singular 'god'. At the same time, we find a third variant in the rendering of a personal name, i.e. the translation added to the transliteration of a personal name that may be both an individual name properly speaking or simply a general term of address for a child.
In this context, the Chinese term originally denoting 'reading out aloud Buddhist canonical writings' that has by extension acquired the colloquial meaning of 'invoking the Buddha' is rendered doubly to emphasize the meaning of both 'praying [to the Buddha]' and 'invoking the Buddha'.

In this passage, the term tian laoye, literally 'the senior master of Heaven (or Nature)' and most likely only coined with the spread of Christianity in China in the 19th century, is employed as a synonym of 'god' and as a consequence is similarly rendered into German. However, the author of the translation freely added information about who is speaking and how, namely ‘[…] piously while hiding his face in the rice bowl’. It is not far-fetched to attribute this colourful and imaginative phrase to the hand of Kalmer, who probably was concerned that it might remain unclear from whom the speech was originating.

The term fanshen, simply denoting 'changing one's fate', is here far more explicitly extended to 'saving from poverty'. It should be noted that the same 'senior master of Heaven' from above is now rendered into the plural of 'gods' ("Götter"). More importantly, however, the translatorial processing of enchainment of visual metaphorical terms in Mao Dun’s text—sheng yanjing (‘to pay attention to’)—is modified to the resulting but semantically equivalent kan(jian), because sheng yanjing cannot be used with an object, namely 'advantage' and 'money' in this context. The definitely appropriate rendering of 'having a heart for' ('ein Herz haben') is handled in the beginning as if it were impossible to employ it without an object, though it would be highly possible also with the variation “ein Herz haben [mit]” ('to show a heart [for]”). Instead, the ‘gods’ ‘pay attention to the miserable’, and the final elaboration of the term by Mao Dun is without obvious necessity also worded out to 'own income', with the totally
liberal addition of ‘instead of a concern for the poor’, while the German language without any further difficulty would have allowed for the development of the parallelism throughout.

Another important lexical field of difficulties in translation are the terms for plants and animals, and in the field of material culture and to a considerably greater extent, the names of dishes. The ‘pumpkin’ for nangua does not pose any problem, yet this is definitely not the case with yutou. “Jamswurzel” chosen as an equivalent here is unfelicitous as it denotes the genus of discorea, whereas the ‘sweet potatoes’ belong to another genus, although yu in Chinese is employed for both genuses—evidently because the organization of the Chinese vocabulary does not reflect the Linné classification of the flora. As a consequence—provided possibly correct Latin terms are not employed, as they are out of the question for a literary text—there are just the two options of choosing either roughly approximative terms or one that covers a suggestively equivalent function of the plant or dish. In this particular case, despite its exoticist flavour, the “Jamswurzel” is not satisfying at all as it does not belong to either category.

The fate of the ‘sesame seed cake’ in these two instances reveals the dilemma: neither way of translation, ‘sweet cakes’ and the »Semmel« for ‘bun’ or ‘roll’ is satisfactory, as the former is too general and the latter denotes a preparation similar to mantou.

Another distinctive aspect of material culture can be found in architecture and construction, where direct equivalents hardly exist. Although it is definitely not a ‘seat’ but the ‘threshold’ on which 阿四 is sitting down, the rendering is a functional approximation.

At first glance, Li Gensheng’s wife is vaguely circumscribed as ‘notorious’
without any further specification. If she is literally labelled as ‘crazy for love’ it is a relatively mild rendering of the fairly harsh and vulgar term *mugou* employed several pages later and reveals that the translation has been prepared taking into consideration the whole text.

8: 346 “道士！（…）道士，你該打不該打？”

8: 345 《Taoist, […] — 

aber dem alten Tung Bao machte Huangs gewählte Sprache Vergnügen season later and reveals that the translation has been prepared taking into consideration the whole text.

8: 347 “謹敬，豈敢！（…）今下还有點小事，再會，再會：保重，保重！”

8: 348 老通寶雖然拿出“祖傳”的聖賢人的大道理——“人窮了也要有‘志氣’這句話來，卻是毫無用處。

43 ‘Taoist, […] — 

45 Ich bin deines Dankes nicht würdig. [... ] Jetzt habe ich in meinem armseligen Haus ein paar Sachen zu erledigen. Also auf Wiedersehen! Pflege deinen kostbaren Körper!«

While the change in register made explicit above as a pattern of Tongbao’s speech is appropriately made evident, the transposition may not have found the convincing equivalents in each and every instance. The ironical hyperbole is lost to a certain extent as is its merging with common speech.

8: 348 老通寶雖然拿出“祖傳”的聖賢人的大道理——“人窮了也要有‘志氣’這句話來，卻是毫無用處。

46–47 Vergeblich hatte er versucht, die Gedanken der leidenden und hungernden Frau mit einem Zitat der Philosophen auf den rechten Weg zu lenken: «Der Mensch muss die richtigen Grundsätze beobachten, wie tief er auch in Armut sinken mag.» Das war ein alterwürdiger Merkspruch

E ‘high ambitions’

In this passage, where the narrator comments about the effects of Tongbao’s speech, we find a relatively free rendering of the ironical references as well as the respective language register in each single case. In sum, the rendering is synthetic and freely recombines elements from the key terms marked above, such as the marked ‘transmission through the ancestors’, the ‘holy and accomplished men’, here rendered by ‘philosophers’, and the ‘right principles’ where ‘high ambitions’ are clearly referred to.

8: 352 他自己也是從二十多難起就死心塌地等着老爺們的“好樣子”，——雖然iler 這句話柄，他“志氣”是有的，然而他現在落得個甚麼呢？老通寶沒有眼睛！

52–53 Von Jugend an hatte Tung Bao sich bemüht, in Benehmen und Auftreten
wohlerzogen zu sein die Vornehm der Stadt, er hatte ‘Ehrgeiz’ gehabt und ‘Grundsätze’. Die Vorschung war blind.

The opposition of respect towards conventions (bāo yangzì) and their consideration by ‘Heaven’s senior master’ is somehow blurred here, as the latter appears as a personalized ‘god’ in the Chinese text, and not just as ‘blind fate’ as the German rendering suggests.

8: 354 他們這樣亂哄哄地喊着，而且多多頭也在內！而且是他敲爆！

55 Dann aber taumelte der alte Tung Bao vor Schreck zurück: Do-do marschierte an der Spitze der Banditen. Er war es, der den Gong schlug!

In this passage, the rendering is quite free and is in fact a rewording. The German rendering just describes the effect on Tongbao, omitting the fact it appears merely descriptively in the Chinese text without any narrator’s judgement.

8: 359 紳商們很明白目前這時期只能堅守那“大事化為小事”的政策。

61 ———

In turn, a very clear narrator’s comment about the local elite’s behaviour under the conditions of drought is merely omitted, including the explanatory »policy of ‘reducing the weight of a big event to a minor affair’«, so that the concept of a narrator different from Mao Dun’s is emerging.

Although lexical and syntactical interventions in Mao Dun’s text seem relatively frequent, the German rendering in most cases reveals a precise identification of the author’s narrative technique and a broad range of attempts to reflect them in the translation, with some of them possibly due to translational fashion, while others reveal corrective modifications to the narrator’s attitude. In sum, even obvious omissions may be attributed to such concepts rather than to insufficient linguistic penetration of the Chinese text. Most of them remain disputable without being genuinely distortive. Therefore, the Mao Dun translations (which probably also enjoyed the most extended editorial care in early GDR publishing houses) are probably the most balanced pieces in Kalmer’s activities.

5 Translations from Zhao Shuli

In the same vein and context as Mao Dun, though much earlier, Joseph Kalmer brought out a German translation of the famed novelette Li Youcai banhua 李有才的板話 (1943) by Zhao Shuli. Despite its milieu and its pronounced simple language, the very topic of the work presented considerable difficulties. These are already evident in the translation of the title, where Kalmer did not find any
satisfying solution; this can be seen from his rendering of the final part of ch. 1
(§21) where a detailed explanation on the crucial term banhua is given.25


16 In Peking nennt man solche Lieder »K'uai pan« — Schnellreime; in Jen-tschia Schan hiessen sie einfach »Schlüpfrige Schnauze«.

Though readers of German are accurately introduced to the banhua terminology, with provision of the Mandarin term even in transcription and its local usage, the concluding section explaining the origin of the whole book's title is doomed to remain obscure to a readership unfamiliar with the Chinese language. This is mainly due to the unhappy choice of equivalents in the course of Zhao Shuli's argument, which in fact results in the coining of the new word banhua. The connection of the activity zuoshi / »Gedichte schreiben« with the 'poet' shiren / »Dichter« is still unmistakable. However, the first important obstacle results in failure, as the fairly comprehensive genre shihua is certainly much more than just 'a book relating how some poems were written', but may be addressed as 'poetological manuals', to use a learned term. 'Stories about poems' are therefore misleading—and doubly so because the 'stories' are not even taken up again in the final German title. To label the kuiban as »Lieder« ('songs') is the next grave error (even more so than as »Lieder« is usually reserved as a possible German rendering for 詩, and although insisting on presenting them as »Knüttelverse« or »Schnellreime« ('doggerel' or, in a more general Chinese term, dayoushi 打油詩) it is not taken up again. The banren appears as the »Reimschmied« but then abandoned again. So the ironic coining of banhua is totally lost—ironical because it plays on contrasting the 'high' register of the genre denotation with

Page numbers indicated are from Dschau Schu-Li, Die Lieder des Li Yü-T'ai, tr. by Joseph Kalmer (Berlin DDR: Volk und Welt, 1950).—The mere fact that in the book's title two different systems of transcription are used is a hint to shaky (linguistic) knowledge of Chinese both with the translator and the responsible editors.
the suffix -hua with its prestigious tradition and the 'low' key of the popular banhua, and actually even takes up the similarly ironical class distinction according to 老 and 小, based upon terms of address and elaborated by the title character Li Youcai in the immediately preceding parts of the chapter.

Exceptionally, I should like to present a title proposal that might work better, namely »Poetik des Knüttelverses von Li Youcai« ('Poetology of the Doggerel by Li Youcai').

Uncontestably, Li Youcai's numerous banhua given throughout the novelette form the core of the work. Not surprisingly, after the above opening a critical assessment of the translated banhua results in an even more disastrous assessment, which is remarkable given that Kalmer made his *entrée* into the world of literature with poetry, even though it was not really popular. I shall concentrate on the first sample in the work, given in Chapter 1:

First line: 眼睫毛·, 二寸长·

Second line: 大·, 腹著·, 唯鼻梁·

Translation: Seine Augenwimpern sind zwei Zoll lang,

Seine Sattelnase macht einen krank.

Third line: 每眼·忽忽·

Translation: zu jedem Blinzeln gibt's ein neues Wort.
Du bist immer schuld,
er hat immer recht,
verliert gleich die Geduld
und macht dich schlecht.

Dann schliesst er die Augen,
lässt offen den Mund
und sieht wie ein Schwein aus,
das gerade grunzt.

First of all, the syllabic scheme of the whole *banhua* should be clarified with syntactical units given in brackets () and rhymes indicated by letters at the end of each verse:

\[
\begin{align*}
3 \; (1-2), \; 3 \; (1-2) \; a \\
5 \; (2-1), \; 3 \; (2-1) \; a \\
5 \; (2-1), \; 3 \; (2-1) \; a \\
7 \; (2 \; 1-1 \; 2-2 \; 1) \; a \\
5 \; (2-2-1) \; x \; [a]^{26} \\
5 \; (2-1-2) \; x \\
5 \; (2-2-1) \; x \\
5 \; (2-1-2) \; a \\
5 \; (2-1-2) \; x \\
10 \; 5 \; (2-2-1) \; a \\
3 \; (1-2), \; 3 \; (1-2) \; a \\
7 \; (2-2-1-2) \; a \\
\end{align*}
\]

This *banhua* has an architecture that could not be more transparent and convincing: three couplets of trisyllabics form the exposition concluded by heptasyllabic verse. The elaboration is done in pentsyllabics before the conclusion takes up a couplet of trisyllabics again and ends on 7 syllables. Before entering into semantical aspects, it should be stated that the translation was arranged into four stanzas of four verses each—which is already a bad start for any possible equivalence. The pattern for the syllabic stresses in the final stanza looks as follows:

---

For the present purpose of translation criticism, the possible congruence of the finals /n/ and /ŋ/ according to the hypothetical dialect will not be discussed. However, originating from Qinshui in Shanxi province 山西沁水, Zhao Shuli would be a good candidate.
The opening syllable in the last verse (irregularly for the other stanzas) already hints to what might not be working properly.

The first verse introducing the powerful village head’s son is skipped altogether: *gui zhayan, Yan Jiaxiang* (‘devilishly blinking eyes’, [name]). So are his ‘big boney cheeks’ (*da saidan*), but instead, the protagonist’s nose ‘makes one ill’.

The concluding 7-syllable verse after the first part is in turn distributed over a complete second stanza. No wonder that the elaboration in pentasyllabics (Chinese verses 5 to 10) is abbreviated and loses much of its colour, even more so as the translator seems compelled to take recourse to abstractions such as ‘You are always wrong, / he is always right.’ (as an equivalent to verses 5 to 9).

From these very few hints, it is already evident that Kalmer failed to render convincingly the essentials of Zhao Shuli’s novel. Most likely, this can be attributed to the fact that Joseph Kalmer felt much more at home in an urban environment and did not have a highly developed sense for rustic or even vulgar modes of expression in *Li Youcai banhua*. Given that his first translation from Chinese was published in 1946, it can hardly be attributed to a development in Kalmer’s linguistic skills. If he chose to translate Zhao Shuli, it was probably also due to the requirements of those who were at the very beginning of the Cold War willing to publish anything from ‘Red China’—in this instance, the central GDR publishing house for world literature (and equivalent of the Moscow Goslitizdat).

Be it as it may, in any case the translation of a poetic genre with strong local and popular elements poses a number of difficulties that are possibly even harder to tackle than the translation of sophisticated narrative prose, as in Lu Xun for example. If in translating Zhao Shuli Joseph Kalmer had to rely on the help and support of an aide, possibly providing him with a draft translation (which for the time being has not been safely established), then it would not be a surprise that the task could not be completed. The translator’s inclination towards and practice in poetry was not sufficient equipment in this case.

Some Conclusions: Multilingualism and Mediation

It is by far not only the multilingual environment in his native Galicia that favoured Kalmer’s future role as a translator. It was definitely fostered by the
fact that at the Przemyśl (in present-day Poland) elementary school, he enjoyed teaching not only in Polish and Russian, but also in German. No doubt, however, this environment also met a special interest, manifest in Kalmer’s attendance during his college time in Czernowitz, of courses not only in the compulsory classical languages of Latin, Greek and Hebrew, but also in Armenian, English, French, Polish and Ruthenian. Even though his acquaintance with Chinese cannot be testified by desirable documentary evidence, he referred to himself as a professional in Chinese studies:

I am most interested in those poems [Östliche Seele im Tode ‘Eastern Soul Dying’ (1945) by Rudolf Felmayer (1897–1970)] because, as you know, I am a professional Sinologist and am here considered a »Far Eastern Jew«, i.e. an expert in politics and literatures of the Far East.27

According to his own account, after World War I he was making his living in Prague by teaching Spanish—of course to a Czech speaking audience.28 In sum, including his unpublished translations, he would have translated from not less than 49 different languages (in his own terminology counting e.g. »American English« and »Catalan« as separate languages)—no wonder that his mastery could only be uneven, no matter to what extent helping hands were involved. Moreover, during his lifetime Kalmer was compelled to change his environment two times due to war events and to rampant continental European anti-Semitism: moving to Vienna during the war and then escaping to Britain from Nazi rule.

Both his political activities, first as a Soldiers’ Delegate in the »Soldatenräte« (Soldiers’ Councils) that formed after the war and where he met the famous journalist Egon Erwin Kisch (1885–1948), then as a life-long member of the Austrian Social-Democrat Worker’s Party (Sozialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei), and his professional activities as a journalist increasingly from the 1930s contributed to making him the ideal mediatic and linguistic mediator. This finally resulted in a breathtaking range of translations, including prominently Chinese literature.

What exactly the extent is of his skills in Chinese and the network he entertained with Chinese writers and institutions remains to be studied more in detail. It should be stated, however, as has been demonstrated above, that his translations display a remarkable mastery that continues to have a sort of

---

27 Letter to Otto Basil, Nov 9, 1946, Archiv der Theodor-Kramer-Gesellschaft, Vienna. I do not agree with Gausterer’s judgement ([Der Literaturvermittler…], 55) that this doubtless ironical remark necessarily refers to knowledge he had acquired recently during extensive studies on East Asia in the British Library.

28 Letter to Ilse Barea, Feb 20, 1958, Österreichisches Literaturarchiv (Nachlass Joseph Kalmer, 2.2).
subterranean existence in the German reception of modern Chinese literature, particularly of Lu Xun.
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